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Hughes propelled to first F3 win following late PREMA collision

Contact between Shwartzman and Armstrong hands Hughes Race 2 victory

Jake Hughes claimed his first ever FIA Formula 3 win in controversial circumstances after leader Robert
Shwartzman caused a collision with teammate Marcus Armstrong on the final lap of Race 2 in Austria. The
Russian had been unwavering for the majority of the morning, but lost his nerve when his teammate
scampered past him in the dying embers and inadvertently cut the Kiwi’s rear tyre in an attempt to reclaim first.

Despite suffering damage to his front wing, the Russian managed to complete his final tour of the Red Bull Ring
in first, but was demoted to third after a five second time penalty was added for causing the collision. This saw
Hughes promoted to the top of the podium for his first ever win in the category, ahead of Jehan Daruvala.

The HWA RACELAB man begun the morning in second and failed in his initial efforts to pass reverse poleman
Lirim Zendeli who wasn’t prepared to let the position go and toughed it out around the outside of the Brit at
Turn 1 to retain the lead. Pedro Piquet suffered heartbreak at the start when he lost control of his Trident and
rotated at the first turn, chucking him back to P29 and ending his hopes of a first F3 win.

The front seven positions proved interchangeable in the first lap and Armstrong managed to force his way to
third behind Zendeli and Hughes. Shwartzman perched up behind him in fourth, while Jüri Vips and Richard
Verschoor clambered ahead of Daruvala for fifth and sixth. 

The next few laps played out in a calmer manner until Armstrong took aim at first place going three wide with
Zendeli and Hughes around the corner with no room for error. Shwartzman added a fourth car to the mix as
Hughes emerged ahead of them all for first, with the Russian claiming P2 in a shrewd manoeuvre.

His time at the front didn’t last long as Shwartzman beat him at the top of the hill, with the Brit’s car unable to
match the Russian’s speed. Armstrong followed his teammate through a lap later and handed their team the
prospect of a tasty one-two finish.

The Third PREMA machine was running down in sixth, ahead of Vips and Verschoor. The Indian was harrowing
poleman Zendeli, but slipped in his pursuit and was punched back to seventh by Leonardo Pulcini who
capitalised on his mistake. Daruvala reacted with haste and recovered to pass both Zendeli and Pulcini for fifth
and close in on Max Fewtrell. Fourth was soon his after a delicious lunge on the Englishman.

All wasn’t well out in front as Armstrong refused to sit behind his teammate and rattled on in his pursuit of first.
Hughes was perched comfortable in behind the combatting PREMA duo when his team foreshadowed future
events and told him to wait patiently for one of them to make a mistake. 

A virtual safety car brought a brief break in racing when Alex Peroni lost his rear under breaking and ran into
the back of his Campos teammate Sebastian Fernandez. Action resumed with two laps to go and Armstrong’s
pursuit of his teammate began once more.

The fight went down to the last lap and Armstrong was finally able to muster up the speed to dart down the
side of Shwartzman. The Russian was forced to the rear right of his teammate, but swerved too close and
nicked the Kiwi’s back tyre. Armstrong was sent dizzily onto the gravel and shunted down the grid.

Shwartzman maintained control of his vehicle to regain the lead and soldiered towards the finish line despite a
battered front wing to finish narrowly ahead of Hughes. News soon broke of a penalty for the Russian, due to
the collision, which forced him back to third, behind teammate Daruvala and first placed Hughes. The Briton
was surprised to be asked to stop by the number 1 panel in the parc fermé before celebrating with his team
their good fortune.

Shwartzman maintains his control of the Championship with 90 points, eight points ahead of teammate
Daruvala. Juri Vips is third with 63 points, ahead of Armstrong on 54 and Fewtrell on 37. In the Teams’ standings,
PREMA Racing dominate with 226, ahead of ART Grand Prix on 76 and Hitech Grand Prix on 71. Trident are
fourth with 50 points, ahead of HWA RACELAB on 35.

The Championship will travel to Silverstone in two weeks’ time when the teams will continue their attempts to
bridge the gap between themselves and PREMA.
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DRIVER TEAM
1 Jake Hughes HWA RACELAB
2 Jehan Daruvala PREMA Racing
3 Robert Shwartzman PREMA Racing
4 Max Fewtrell ART Grand Prix
5 Leonardo Pulcini Hitech Grand Prix
6 Juri Vips Hitech Grand Prix
7 Lirim Zendeli Sauber Junior Team by Charouz
8 Niko Kari Trident
9 Devlin DeFrancesco Trident

10 David Beckmann ART Grand Prix
11 Yuki Tsunoda Jenzer Motorsport
12 Richard Verschoor MP Motorsport
13 Keyvan Andres HWA RACELAB
14 Felipe Drugovich Carlin Buzz Racing
15 Pedro Piquet Trident
16 Raoul Hyman Sauber Junior Team by Charouz
17 Christian Lundgaard ART Grand Prix
18 Simo Laaksonen MP Motorsport
19 Marcus Armstrong PREMA Racing
20 Andreas Estner Jenzer Motorsport
21 Giorgio Carrara Jenzer Motorsport
22 Teppei Natori Carlin Buzz Racing
23 Fabio Scherer Sauber Junior Team by Charouz
24 Alessio Deledda Campos Racing
25 Liam Lawson MP Motorsport
26 Logan Sargeant Carlin Buzz Racing

NOT CLASSIFIED

Sebastian Fernandez Campos Racing
Alex Peroni Campos Racing
Bent Viscaal HWA RACELAB
Ye Yifei Hitech Grand Prix

OVERALL FASTEST LAP
Christian Lundgaard (ART Grand Prix) - 1:21.234 on Lap 20

FASTEST LAP ELIGIBLE FOR POINTS
Jake Hughes (HWA RACELAB) - 1:21.458 on Lap 10
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Round 3 post Race 2 penalty
30 JUN 2019

YE YIFEI RECEIVES GRID DROP FOR NEXT RACE

Hitech Grand Prix’s Ye Yifei has received a grid drop for the next F3 race which will take place at 
Silverstone in two weeks’ time.

Following todat’s Race 2 at the Red Bull Ring, it was found that the Chinese driver has made contact 
with Bent Viscaal between turns 7 and 8 as he attempted a pass on the right and found insufficient 
room. He thus collided with Viscaal which ended both of their races effectively. Yifei was judged 
wholly responsible for the incident.

As a consequence, the Hitech driver will lose 5 grid places for Round 4 Race 1.




